
WONDERFUL 
VARIETY OF WOOD

A S H ,  L A R C H ,  S W I S S  P I N E ,  O A K .

#PARQUET



PURISTICO Ash Weiss
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Ash is a type of hardwood whose light colour is fully on 
trend. The fascinating grain makes ash particularly dashing. 
When using it as a parquet fl oor, it is characterised by the 
fact it is tough and hard-wearing.

Ash is immensely versatile: a high-contrast grading with 
striking colour variations gives the fl oor an interesting and 
exciting look. However, light wood can also have a calm and 
uniform appearance.

Rooms with light-coloured fl oors such as ash parquet appear 
larger. They look more airy, cheerful and spacious. Light fl oor 
colours are so timeless that almost any furniture looks the 
part. They create an inviting and modern living space.

Perfect for 
combining.

A light-coloured fl oor such as 

ash serves as a design basis for 

a variety of interior styles.

New on-trend wood type.

ashdashing 
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Three
wonderful
woods.

Ash is a deciduous tree native to Europe and is 
becoming increasingly popular in interior de-
sign. The special structure and colour variation 
from light to dark in particular make the ap-
pearance of ash so unique. Some of its key fea-
tures include its hardness and elasticity, which 
make it a hard-wearing fl oor covering.

DASHING 
ASH.
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This native softwood is considered a high-qual-
ity wood and is very versatile. Parquet fl oor 
made from larch wood has a very unique col-
ouring from light yellow to reddish, which 
brings a warm and cosy atmosphere to living 
spaces. 

Swiss pine belongs to the pine family and is 
known for its delicate fragrance, which pro-
vides a special feel-good factor. A parquet 
fl oor made from Swiss pine is rather light, 
the colour sometimes slightly redder than 
larch, for example. SCENTED SWISS 

PINE.

COSY 
LARCH.
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Parquet is nature in its purest form and the most refined flooring you can find. 
A floor that makes an impression. Thanks to its wonderful properties, a tilo 
parquet floor will become the centre point of your family life, ensure a pleas-
ant indoor climate and simply feel good.

Distinct natural qualities:

Vivid variation
at your feet.

4. Simply versatile.
A range of design options: hardly any oth-
er floor covering offers as much scope for 
personalisation as parquet. This is thanks 
to the huge selection of gradings and 
feels.

3. Variety that is easy to maintain.
Innovative, easy-to-maintain surface: the 
floors, which are oiled with Innovo NATUR, 
really set the standard when it comes to 
straightforward cleaning and care.

6. Design that lasts.
A floor to last for generations: thanks to 
the longevity of parquet, multiple genera-
tions will enjoy this wonderful natural floor.

1. Wonderful sense of well-being.
Our parquet floors provide a wonderful 
barefoot feeling and are pleasantly warm 
for the feet. Incidentally, a wood floor can 
only be called parquet if the top layer, i.e. 
the wear layer, is at least 2.5 mm thick.
tilo parquet floors exceed this, with a wear 
layer of 3.6 mm.

5. Charming lifestyle.
Something special underfoot: parquet im-
presses with its wonderful natural qualities 
– perfect for everyone with a love for un-
spoiled charm. 

2. Live in harmony.
Luxury living with parquet: a piece of na-
ture you'll be proud to call your own. A fur-
nishing detail that delights and impresses.
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Light ash, knotted larch or beautifully scented Swiss Pine –
find the right floor for every taste and interior style here.

Something for every taste:

Find your
floor here.

Seven times
dashing ash.

Swiss pine floors
by tilo.

Larch floors
by tilo.

10 00127 01   |   PURISTICO Ash Weiss 10 00165 01   |   MARCANTO Larch Weiss

10 00158 01   |   RUSTICO Ash Natur!Pur (brushed) 10 00166 01   |   MARCANTO Larch Natur!Pur

10 00159 01   |   RUSTICO Ash Sahara 10 00167 01   |   MARCANTO Larch Natur

10 00160 01   |   RUSTICO Ash Champagne

10 00161 01   |   RUSTICO Ash Platingrau

10 00162 01   |   RUSTICO Ash Natur!Pur (scraped)

10 00163 01    |   RUSTICO Ash Natur 10 00164 01   |   RUSTICO Swiss pine Natur!Pur

Our tip: 
Also discover our oak floors in the trend collections or 
in the PURISTICO, MARCANTO and RUSTICO collections.
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2VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR

PURISTICO 
Ash Weiss
Bevelled (2V), brushed, Harmony

10 00127 01   |   2,205 x 176 x 13 mm
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4VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR NATUR!PUR

RUSTICO
Ash Natur!Pur 

Bevelled (4V), brushed, Country

10 00158 01   |   2,205 x 176 x 13 mm
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RUSTICO 
Ash Sahara
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Country

10 00159 01   |   2,205 x 176 x 13 mm

4VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR
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RUSTICO
Ash Champagne 

Bevelled (4V), brushed, Country

10 00160 01   |   2,205 x 176 x 13 mm

4VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR
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RUSTICO 
Ash Platingrau
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Country

10 00161 01   |   2,205 x 176 x 13 mm

4VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR
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10 00162 01   |   2,205 x 176 x 13 mm

4VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR NATUR!PUR

RUSTICO
Ash Natur!Pur 

Bevelled (4V), scraped, Country
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RUSTICO 
Ash Natur
Bevelled (4V), scraped, Country

10 00163 01   |   2,205 x 176 x 13 mm

4VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR
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RUSTICO
Swiss Pine Natur!Pur 

Bevelled (4V), brushed, Natur

10 00164 01   |   1,900 x 182 x 13 mm

4VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR NATUR!PUR
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MARCANTO 
Larch Weiss 
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Rustikal

10 00165 01   |   2,415 x 182 x 13 mm

4VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR
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MARCANTO
Larch Natur!Pur

Bevelled (4V), brushed, Rustikal

10 00166 01   |   2,415 x 182 x 13 mm

4VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR NATUR!PUR
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MARCANTO 
Larch Natur
Bevelled (4V), brushed, Rustikal

10 00167 01   |   2,415 x 182 x 13 mm

4VPOWER FIX
INNOVO
NATUR
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Close your eyes 
and touch me.

See how I look with 
your furniture.

See how I look 
in the light and 
in the shade.

Show me to 
your friends.

Take your socks off 
and enjoy that 
barefoot feeling.

We have the opportunity to shape the fl oors of tomorrow, 
today – and we have grasped it! This also means that we 
need to make designing fl oors as simple and appealing 
as possible for our customers. For example, with our new, 
easy-to-use tilo Floor Layer app: just a few clicks, and 
you can see how your favourite tilo fl oor looks in your own 
home. Simply download it from the Google Play Store or 
Apple App Store, select the fl oor of your dreams and fi t it 
in real time in your own room!

A whole new way to 

experience
our fl oors.

Simply scan the QR code 
and download the app.

TIP: Want to see how a tilo fl oor looks in 
real life in your home? Then use the tilo 
fl oor box! Simply choose different fl oor 
samples from the tilo website and have 
them sent to your home.

apptilo Fl� r Layer 
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tilo GmbH | Magetsham 19 | A-4923 Lohnsburg
+43 7754 400-0 | office@tilo.com | www.tilo.com

#PARQUET 
FROM AUSTRIA


